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Staying connected and
engaged

How companies are responding
to keep existing subscribers

It takes effort, time, patience and consistency to stay

During these times it is even more important to stay

connected and engaged with subscribers, even in

connected with your subscribers, and for them to remain

the best of times. However, in these difficult times of

connected to others. Proactive companies are responding

COVID-19, this becomes even more of a challenge.

to keep existing subscribers engaged using email, sales

As subscribers are increasingly experiencing changes

outreach, rewards, and new offerings.

with family, school, work, socializing, and simply living
life, it’s more important than ever that subscription
companies stay relevant, flexible and essential by taking
this changing environment into consideration.
As more subscribers are considering canceling to
save money and determining whether a subscription
is essential or not, many subscription businesses are
worrying about top-line revenue dropping and perhaps
not retaining enough recurring customers to stay afloat.

Many are also revisiting their customer retention
strategies, allowing customers to pause, unsubscribe,
downgrade or upgrade in hopes that customers will
remain through and after the pandemic.
While seeking your customers’ attention, it’s also
important to retain customers by offering flexibility
and reliability as part of your product and subscription
business model. One primary solution is by maintaining
your recurring transactions with customers, and ensuring
that payment failures do not get in the way of a smooth
relationship.

Preventing passive churn
To prevent passive churn, it’s important to ensure that
involuntary payment transaction failures do not result
in lost subscribers. Even when customers are happy
with their subscription service, unintended payment
failures often result in interrupted relationships or even
cancellations. Cancellations due to preventable payment
failures can make it difficult to grow or even sustain a
business – particularly during these times.
To meet these challenges head-on, subscription
businesses need to view the subscription lifecycle
holistically, understanding how customer retention is
inextricably tied to the customer journey, driving ongoing
revenue streams and customer lifetime value. Focusing
on retention now will mean more long-term customers
after the dust settles.
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Meeting the challenges
of passive churn

Taking extra steps to ensure
business continuity
Ensuring business continuity by
providing a smooth customer journey
Rather than canceling a customer’s subscription after a
failed payment transaction, be proactive by anticipating
all possible problems surrounding the payment. The
result? Keeping customers subscribed throughout the
current crisis and hopefully forever. Retaining customers
who otherwise find value in the subscription service
is simply a good business practice. Because once a
recurring transaction is discontinued, the value of the
‘forever transaction’ just might be lost for good.
There are a multitude of scenarios that can cause a
payment to fail resulting in passive churn. The majority
of users whose payments fail haven’t made a conscious
decision to cancel their subscriptions. Users may not
be aware that their card on file requires a new address,
contact details, user authorization, or other details. At
this point, businesses should of course reach out to the
customer to request updated payment information. But
subscription businesses can do much more to address
passive churn, as outlined in the sidebar at right.

Forrester investigates a
solution to passive churn
Vindicia commissioned Forrester Consulting to conduct
a Total Economic Impact (TEI) Study to examine
the potential return on investment that subscription
companies may realize by deploying Vindicia’s customer
retention solution, Vindicia Retain. The purpose of
the study was to provide readers with a framework
to evaluate the potential financial impact on their

• Go beyond standard account updater
services. Standard payment form
validation, account updater services,
and fraud prevention techniques are
not enough in this day and age where
consumers are constantly changing,
moving and using a variety of ways to
pay. Preventing involuntary churn requires
sophisticated retry algorithms that treat the
payment problems behind the scenes so
that the issues never reach the customer.
• Find new ways to prevent payment
failures. Some subscription businesses
set up a dedicated “saves team” to reach
out to customers in the hope of manually
resolving payment issues. However, the
practicality of this approach may only be
cost-effective for high-ticket subscriptions as
costs can be prohibitive. Saves teams also
hit the issue of the customer experience.
Informing your customer of a credit card
issue is unpleasant, and not conducive to
building a long-term relationship.
• Recover failing and failed transactions.
Recovering failed transactions requires
more than traditional retry technology.
Success is based on intelligent analyses
of data, history and behavior. Knowing
how to recover a failed transaction
is a science that requires a learning
process, experimentation, and expertise.
Sophisticated retry technology hinges on
recommendations on who, what, when
and where to bill without upending the
customer’s subscription, even temporarily.
• Assume positive intentions from
customers to ensure continuity of
service. There is no reason to assume that
customers whose payment methods fail are
ready to discontinue the service. Suddenly
discontinuing it and deleting a customer’s
data cause long-term damage to the
customer relationship.

organizations of using Vindicia Retain.
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Forrester interviewed payments executives at five
subscription companies that use Vindicia Retain to

Vindicia Retain is the answer
Vindicia Retain is a cloud-based

manage their involuntary churn. The interviewed

customer retention solution that

companies spanned multiple industries, including
services, media, and physical goods.

uses subscription intelligence,
sophisticated retry algorithms, and large data sets to

The Forrester study then analyzed a composite $1 billion

make billing, payment and product recommendations

organization. Forrester determined that over a three-year

specifically effective for combating involuntary churn.

period, the composite company would experience the
following results:
• Retain recovers 687,000 transaction (18% of
terminally failed transactions)
• Revenue from recovered payment transactions totals
$6,249,477
• Retain adds 6.2 months to the average customer
lifetime value (ACLV), generating $70,412,965
additional revenue
• Total benefits are $76,662,442 over three years

The retention solution takes the entire subscription
lifecycle into account, placing the customer at the center
of the business. By taking steps that help customers use
and stay connected to their subscription, the relationship
between customer and subscription keeps going.
Vindicia Retain operates on top of any billing platform
(including Vindicia Subscribe) to help manage and
reduce involuntary churn. Vindicia accepts all global
currencies and works for any subscription business.
On average, Vindicia Retain recovers up to 55% of all
transactions using a combination of retry logic and

“We’re collecting $400K to $500K a

data-driven strategies. On top of that, it consistently
recovers an additional 15 to 20% of the remaining failed

month that we wouldn’t otherwise

transactions.

collect. The way our process

Vindicia Retain benefits your
business and your customers

works, we have tried all our tricks
by the time transactions are sent
to Vindicia.”
– Director of Global Payments
B2C and light commercial software
solutions company
Forrester TEI Study

Generate top-line revenue and reduce CAC
Vindicia Retain increases a customer’s subscription
length and lifetime value, necessitating fewer resources
and reducing churn and new customer acquisition costs
(CAC). Focusing on existing customers means better
products, services and experience for the customer, which
encourages “forever” recurring revenue.
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Create better customer
experiences
A 5% retention increase
leads to a 42% subscriber
increase over 24 months.

Vindicia Retain eliminates traditional
methods of recovering failed payments
that can generate negative customer
experiences (e.g., disconnecting users
from product/service, reaching out

New subscribers
(400–600 per month)

to remind customers of payment

Renewals (monthly retention
rate of 88%)
Renewals (monthly retention
rate of 93%)

problems). A 5% monthly retention
increase can leads to a 42%
subscriber increase over 24 months
(see Figure 1).

Zero upfront costs
Vindicia Retain is provided without any
upfront costs. Fees paid to Vindicia
are charged only as a percentage
of revenue for each transaction

One Vindicia client reports recovering
revenues totaling more than $500,000
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Figure 1. Small retention gains turn into large revenue increases.

per month that would otherwise have
been lost to involuntary churn. Another Vindicia client
whose payment failure rate hovers just above 10%
reports recovering as many as 36% of all terminally

How Vindicia Retain works

Vindicia Retain lifted average customer lifetime value.

1. The subscription business submits all terminally
failed transactions to Vindicia Retain via an easy
API integration.

Less pressure on billing teams

Vindicia Retain is a non-invasive, automated software-

Vindicia Retain reduces the pressure on billing teams

as-a-service (SaaS) solution that is easy and rapid to

failed transactions with Vindicia Retain. Across all clients,

to optimize payment success rates. One Vindicia client
indicates that Vindicia Retain frees up at least 80 hours
per month for each employee that would otherwise be

deploy. The solution requires little IT involvement and
minimal modification of existing billing systems. Retain
complements the client’s existing billing workflows

dedicated to resolving payment issues.

without disruption.

Leverage success metrics such as
CLV and CAC

Once failed transactions are fed in, the solution leverages

Clients using Vindicia Retain gain more visibility into

business rules, machine learning, and smart logic to

payment metrics such as customer lifetime value (CLV)
and customer acquisition costs (CAC). These metrics
can be used to inform future subscription features and
policies to ensure the subscription service is constantly

data insights to evaluate the reason for a transaction
failure and then automatically applies proprietary
resolve the underlying issue. When re-presented, the
transaction completes successfully, sending funds
straight into the client’s bank account (see Figure 2).

evolving to meet customer needs.
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Figure 2. Vindicia Retain transaction flow.

2. Transactions are processed using Vindicia
best practices and client-customizable logic.

The Vindicia Network Effect

Leveraging Vindicia best practices augmented by

that Vindicia Retain

client-customizable logic, Vindicia Retain’s subscription
intelligence algorithms address payment transaction
declines, automatically resolving 15 to 30% of terminally
failed payment transactions that other strategies are
unable to recapture.

The unique analysis
applies to failed
transactions is derived
from what Vindicia
calls the “Network
Effect.” With over 15

Vindicia
Network
Effect

3. Success and failure details provided for all
processed transactions by fetching from our
secure API.

years in the global

Vindicia Retain benefits go beyond the recovered revenue

company has processed over $38 billion in recurring

from the failed transactions. In most cases, once the

payments, involving 940 million transactions, 273 million

initial reason for failure has been resolved, it will not recur

payment accounts, and 351 million digital accounts.

in future billing cycles. After Retain successfully captures
the transaction, clients see income from all future billings
as they continue to use Retain. These future successful
billing attempts can add significant revenue to customer
lifetime value (see Figure 1).

subscription and
payment business,
Vindicia has processed massive volumes of data. The

These transactions cover a huge range of payment
methods, card networks, and banks from around the
world. The Network Effect of this vast and varied data
set, coupled with subscription intelligence and machine
learning methodologies, enables Vindicia experts to
derive actionable insights and best practices that no
subscription business can achieve on its own.
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Vindicia Retain Case Study

A leading subscription-based personal fitness
company relies on Vindicia Retain to capture
revenue from terminally failed credit card
transactions and cut passive churn. The
company offers quarterly, semi-annual and
annual subscription plans and accepts all
major credit cards, including VISA, Mastercard,

Submitted failed transactions

Value of submitted transactions (USD)

Figure 3. Without Vindicia Retain: Average of 41,690 terminally failed
transactions per month.

American Express, and Discover.
The fitness company receives an average
of 41,690 terminally failed credit card
transactions per month, at an average
transaction price of $64. That represents a
total revenue loss of $2.7 million per month.
Failed monthly transaction and lost revenue
over six months are shown in Figure 3.
As shown in Figure 4, Vindicia Retain is able
to recapture a substantial portion of the failed
transactions, generating significant additional
ongoing revenue for the company:
• Average success rate: Recovered 18.95%
of failed transaction

Value of successful transactions (USD)

Success rate

Figure 4. With Vindicia Retain: 18.95% success rate recaptures
average of $400,000 per month, $2.4 million over six month.

• Average monthly recaptured revenue:
$400,000
• Total revenue recovered over six months:
$2.4 million

Calculate your ROI
To see how much additional revenue Vindicia
Retain can recover from your failed payment
transactions, visit the Vindicia ROI Calculator.
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For further information
To learn more about Vindicia Retain and how to reduce passive churn, please refer to the following resources:
• eBook | How to boost customer retention and revenues by slashing passive churn
• eBook | Extending customer lifetime value: 8 insights and preventive strategies that reduce customer churn
• Data Sheet | Vindicia Retain Increase retention and grow recurring revenue
• Forrester TEI Study | The total economic impact of Vindicia Retain
• Infographic | 7 ways to accelerate customer retention with Vindicia Retain
• Infographic | Passive churn and the customer experience
• ROI Calculator | Vindicia passive churn ROI calculator

About Vindicia
Vindicia offers comprehensive subscription management solutions that help businesses acquire and retain
more customers. Providing much more than just a billing and payments system, the company’s SaaSbased subscription management platform combines big data analysis, strategic consulting and proprietary
retention technology. Vindicia provides its clients with more recurring revenue, more customer data, better
insights, and greater value throughout the entire subscriber lifecycle. To learn more visit www.vindicia.com.
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